Giovanni Antonio Battarra (1714 – 1789)
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n the autumn of 2017 Te Papa scientist
Lara Shepherd found an unusual mushroom
when walking through Mt Victoria, Wellington, on
her way home from work. Landcare Research fungi
expert Jerry Cooper identified it from her photo as a
sandy stiltball (Battarrea phalloides), not previously
recorded in New Zealand. Long known in Europe,
however, the species was first mentioned in
scientific literature in 1784 when a new species was
found in England, and the next year James Dickson
named it Lycoperdon phalloides. The name was
sanctioned in 1801 by Christiaan Hendrik Persoon,
when he transferred it to Battarrea, a newly
circumscribed genus honouring the Italian priest
and naturalist Giovanni Antonio Battarra. (Persoon
is also linked to New Zealand botany by Toronia
toru, a small endemic tree originally included in the
Australian genus Persoonia.)

Born on 9 June 1714 in the hamlet of Pedrolara near
Rimini on Italy's Adriatic coast, Giovanni Battarra
was the son of Domenico Battarra and Giovanna
Fransesca Fabbri. After completing a humanities
course at the Rimini seminary, he studied theology
and in 1738 was ordained a priest. However,
concern for the people's physical needs rather than
their spiritual welfare, and his own thirst for new
knowledge, led him to continue classes with
naturalist and archaeologist Giovanni Bianchi (also
known as Janus Plancus) who directed him to
geometry, physics and natural history. His rapid
progress earned him the chair of philosophy at the
Seminary of Savignano di Romagna in 1741 and
then of Rimini (1748), the commune Pedrolara di
Coriano (1757) and the seminary (1760), but he
gained more satisfaction from making his own
observations than from theoretical teaching.
In 1740 in the Abbey of Vallombrosa, where he had
travelled on foot from Rimini, the colour plates of
Father Bruno Tozzi's Sylva Fungorum inspired him,
and in 1755 he published his own work Fungorum
Agri Ariminensis Historia, comprising 80 pages and
illustrated with 40 copper plates drawn and
engraved by himself. In it he described 248 species
of mushrooms, including their therapeutic qualities
and cooking methods, which he believed affected
their toxicity. He also challenged the prevalent
belief of mushrooms arising from putrefaction or
decay and tried to show that, like plants, they grow
from "seeds" (spores). His later work Agricultural
Practice (1778) is considered by some to be his
greatest. Returning to Pedrolara to live on the
estate inherited from his mother, he set out not only
to teach the landlords profitable agricultural
methods but also to record local traditions and
folklore (in some cases as examples not to follow) –
now known as the science of ethnography.
Abbot Giovanni Antonio Battarra died in Rimini on
8 November 1789, aged 75, with volume two of his
work Naturalis Historie Elementa uncompleted.
A man of many interests and great strength of
character, his combative personality often led to
clashes with fellow-citizens, colleagues and the
authorities, both over questions of science and for
personal reasons. Many of his works are still
appreciated, and his mid-18th century home, to
which he always returned in times of strife, can still
be seen at Pedrolara in the countryside of Coriano .

Battarrea phalloides
Battarrea phalloides ('phallus-like, resembling stinkhorn')
and also known by the colloquial names sandy stiltball,
mallee drumstick and sandy stilt puffball) is an inedible
saprophytic fungus easily recognised by its stem up to 40
cm long and spores on the upper surface of the cap - like
a puffball on a tall shaggy stick! It has a wide distribution,
with reports from 64 countries and all continents except
Antarctica. However, it is uncommon, occurring in
scattered populations sometimes of only one or two
individuals, usually in dry, sandy soils under trees and
shrubs.
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